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The relationships created between theatre companies and their audiences are always important but take on particular significance in relation to disabled audiences. In general, theatre companies express an expected, inherent respect for inclusion, but this attitude is often complicated by a Catch-22: one can argue that there is no need for inclusive theatre spaces because no audience members attending performances need accommodations, but potential audience members in need of accommodations are often unaware that such accommodations are available and so do not attend performances. The predicament does not arise from a lack of desire for inclusive performances but from lower-than-expected attendance and involvement by the desired audiences for whom they are created.
To contextualize my approach to inclusive theatre, I turned to Kirsty Johnston's book Stage Turns: Canadian Disability Theatre and found solace in the conclusion, in which she notes: "Plays matter … but theatre involves more than plays. It is a collaborative art form which often requires large and sustained investments of time, labour, and funds" (172). These "large and sustained" elements of disability theatre impact not only companies focused on people with disabilities but also wider communities. As we move toward more inclusive theatre spaces, the focus of storytelling has shifted from our "diverse" stories to "all" of our stories.
As an accessible-theatre consultant in Toronto, I often find myself in conversation with artistic directors, communications managers, diversity and inclusion representatives, audience members, and members of the blind community, all of whom are trying to find or create inclusive theatre spaces. The desire to provide inclusive spaces is there. What I have deduced is that in the same way that performance design supports artistic elements such as direction, design, and acting, it must also support audiences' needs and abilities. Creating inclusive audience experiences is a starting point that will allow companies to begin exploring their capacities for full accommodation-of audience members, staff, and artistsin their performances.
Many theatres are committing to inclusive performances. For example, the Stratford Festival organizes audio-described and American Sign Language performances; Cahoots Theatre recently developed a Deaf Artists and Theatres Toolkit, in consultation with the Deaf community and Deaf artists; and Theatre Passe Muraille programs "relaxed performances" for select shows, offering a less intense theatre experience for anyone who needs it. While these initiatives respond to community needs and demands, I find it refreshing when theatre companies reach out to me as they search for ways to make not only individual performances but the entire theatrical experience accessible.
My definition of inclusive in relation to a theatre space, in its simplest and most preliminary form, requires the space to be thoughtfully designed to support all of the abilities of the people who work in and visit it. A holistic approach to inclusivity, which encompasses every aspect of a performance as opposed to just a few elements, requires theatre practitioners and managers to ask what is needed and to respond with creativity. The oscillating and vibrant world of accessible performance, which aims to dissolve barriers for all people, reflects my own oscillating position within this conversation. I am a self-identified blind woman who benefits from accessible performances but am also a representative for this community when I advocate for the importance of accessibility.
The dialogic nature of inclusive theatre practice is exemplified by my experience when I was consulted by Indrit Kasapi, Artistic Producer of lemonTree creations, for Body Politic, which was performed at Buddies in Bad Times in June 2016. After reaching out Inclusive Theatre Space: Bursting through Boundaries of Spatial Restrictions, One Project at a Time by Jessica Watkin to the blind community, Kasapi identified a need for live audio description to accompany the performance and was working with Picasso Pro, a company that uses teams to create live audio description for a variety of performances. Kasapi asked me to consider how the live audio-described performance would fit artistically and whether the audio descriptions were accurate. I have attended many audio-described performances but none that involved more than one audio describer. Hearing a different person's perspective after the show's intermission gave a three-dimensional and surprisingly personal advantage to the listener. It was as if I was having a Inclusive Theatre Space | VIEWS AND REVIEWS conversation with someone without having to ask questions. Artistically, audio description carries the stigma of interrupting the performance flow, but I found that the multiple perspectives and the use of predetermined scripts that consider the rhythm of a performance enhanced my experience and provided an extra way of sensorily engaging with the space.
While I was working with Kasapi, he encountered an additional challenge: finding patrons who would benefit from a live audio-described performance and attend the event. This is not only a challenge for theatrical events: within the blind community it is always difficult to rally enough people to attend accessible events because there are few ways to disseminate information in an organized manner. Each person who identifies as blind accesses information and accommodation services differently. While this obstacle was understandably frustrating for Kasapi, he did find a handful of blind audience members. He has asked for my help in finding more direct ways to share performance information in the future. While one potential solution is to include communities in planning and implementing accessible-theatre initiatives, at the moment finding an audience for an accessible performance is a common struggle for proactive theatre companies.
Kasapi's challenge of sharing information and getting audience members to attend performances like the audio-described Body Politic brings me to a second obstacle to cultivating such spaces and performances: audience response. Although the proactive and compassionate attitude expressed by theatre companies that integrate accessible features in their performances is important, it is the expressed interest and feedback of members of disabled communities that validates the need for these spaces and performances. If there is little response from a community, then should theatre companies continue to offer performances that require a greater amount of resources? Is it worth spending time, money, and effort on accessible performances if disabled audiences do not benefit from them? Addressing these questions is further complicated because specific accommodations within a performance are only a starting place for what is needed to support audience members with varying abilities.
Taking a holistic approach to inclusivity means recognizing that barriers deterring audience members from attending inclusive performances actually begin outside of the theatre and may begin to develop long before a performance takes place. Accessible box-office procedures, access to the space from the street, travelling from public transit stop or station to an unfamiliar theatre building: all of these are sincere worries for members of the blind community. If I emailed my networks of young, blind friends to invite them to an accessible performance, their concerns would VIEWS AND REVIEWS | Inclusive Theatre Space extend well beyond their ability to understand the performance and might include anxieties about finding a seat in the theatre or finding the bathroom. These elements of the theatre experience often remain inaccessible within seemingly accessible performances.
Inclusivity refers not only to physical places with stages and seats but also to the creative space in which a piece is conceived and to production practices that consider the needs of both audience members and disabled artists. Artistic integrity and accessibility do not have to be mutually exclusive but can be in conversation with each other; accessibility is not about interfering with art but about inviting everyone to experience it.
After the performance of Body Politic, I sat down with Kasapi; Kat Germain and Rebecca Singh, the audio description team from Picasso Pro; and Buddies in Bad Times's Artistic Director, Evelyn Parry, and we discussed my thoughts on the audio descriptions, my overall experience, and my suggestions for their next projects. The focus was on understanding needs otherwise unmet by traditional performance conventions. It was clear that there are still many things to address concerning accessibility, especially in terms of the responsibilities of theatres to their patrons. For example, Buddies in Bad Times is an unfamiliar space for many blind patrons, and I suggested that in future the company could provide detailed directions from public transit to their lobby doors on their website in an accessible format, as well as have box-office staff act as sighted guides for patrons. Another suggestion I made was to make program information available in advance of the performance in multiple accessible formats on the company's website. These two examples show how questions of access are not limited by the boundaries of material space; taking simple steps to address these challenges would demonstrate a strong commitment to accommodating the blind community. A third suggestion that I made related to the pre-show descriptions provided: they included descriptions of the set but did not introduce the actors' voices. Blind audience members need to hear the voices of different characters before the performance in order to understand the narrative. Engaging in conversations with disabled audience members can lead to innovative solutions: all the suggestions I made arose from my experience with challenges that might otherwise have Inclusive Theatre Space | VIEWS AND REVIEWS been overlooked. These conversations must be ongoing since specific challenges to accessibility will change from production to production.
Having one accessible, audio described performance for a small number of blind audience members and asking for feedback is one thing, but actively pursuing the initiative again, despite low attendance, demonstrates lemonTree's proactive and compassionate dedication to including people-all people-in their performances. By concluding our consulting experience with a literal dialogue, we forged a commitment to prioritize the inclusion of the blind community in the theatre community. When it comes to identifying and overcoming barriers, there needs to be equal parts conversation, innovation, and action, by all parties concerned. Inclusivity relies on action not only on the part of the theatre company but also on the part of disabled theatre attendees. 
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